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8.
1.

Update on Locality Working

1.1

Following on from the paper in December 2017, this is to update members of
the Primary Care Commissioning Committee on Public Health Dorset’s
support for locality working.

1.2

Over the past three months we have assigned 9 members of the public health
team to link with specific localities. Arrangements are as follows:

West Dorset: Vicky Abbott
Weymouth and Portland: Fiona Johnson
North Dorset: Laura Everett-Coles
Mid Dorset: vacant
Purbeck: Caoimhe O’Sullivan
Poole North: Jo Tibbles
Poole Central: Claire Box

Poole Bay: Michelle Smith
Bournemouth North: Susan M
Bournemouth Central: vacant
Bournemouth East: Jack Blankley
East Dorset: vacant
Christchurch: vacant

1.3

Two additional members of staff (Catherine Boulton and Sarah Webb) will be
assigned to localities by the end of March. This will leave us with two
vacancies that we are unable to fill from the existing team. In order to fill the
remaining positions, we have submitted a bid to the CCG Transformation
Fund with the aim or recruiting to two further part-time staff.

1.4

The role of Public Health staff attached to localities involves:


linking up with key stakeholders within the locality,



using various sources of intelligence, to support local planning for
Prevention at Scale,



highlighting linkages with existing initiatives in other areas,



seeking to embed prevention actions within the local transformation
plans,



evaluating progress, with a particular focus on scale,



communicating success and learning across stakeholders and the
wider system.

1.5

It is still early days in terms of the development of these roles, but our staff
have been meeting with stakeholders in the localities, seeking to understand
the issues and where there may be opportunities to develop Prevention at
Scale.

1.6

Since December we have also produced 13 locality profiles. These, together
with the relevant slide sets and an interactive locality data dashboard are
available through the Public Health Dorset website:
www.publichealthdorset.org.uk/home/intelligence/locality-working
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1.7

Public Health Dorset has also been providing frameworks and suggested
approaches to supporting localities make sense of Prevention at Scale Plans
at recent CCG Membership events. This includes using diabetes secondary
prevention as an example to show how working at scale and using some of
the new investments coming on stream under PAS could have an impact in
reducing the number of people not achieving a good level of control or
remission.

1.8

The proposed work on re-establishing the health checks programme within
localities, as part of the changes under the Dorset Integrated Care System, is
also a strong example of how localities could build cardiovascular disease
prevention at scale into their transformation plans relatively easily. Following
the task and finish groups to agree the design and principles, Public Health
Dorset link workers will support each locality to develop a clear plan for this
work during 2018/19.
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